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Stedman: Civil Liberty
Basic to Academic Life
"Academic freedom is comparable to a growing plant. So long
as the environment is congenial,
it will continue to grow and flourish. But if the environment should
turn hostile, academic freedom
will inescapably suffer," claimed
Dr. Murray S. Stedman, Jr., chairman of the department of government, at the Capital Area Educators Dinner which was held last
night at Mather Hall. The subject of his discourse was "Academic Freedom - Some Unresolved Issues."
The Vice-Chairman of the American Civil Liberties Union National Committee on Academic
Freedom prefaced his remarks
by emphasizing that "all discussions of academic freedom--and
indeed, of civil liberties generally—are today affected by the
reality of the American involvement in Vietnam."
"Situations
which a few years ago would not
have resulted in raised eyebrows,"
he explained, "are today examined
from the point of view of possible
heresy and disloyalty."
Describing his remarks as a
"review of where we stand at-this
time on some of the major questions of academic freedom," Stedman discussed the issue of "student power," free speech on
campus and the legal rights of
students.
He covered a wide range of
civil liberties questions directly
affecting students, vigorously upholding the right to dissent on
Viet Nam, attacking the concept
of "in loco parentis," and defending the rights of such groups as
the representatives of the Dow
Chemical Company to express
their opinions on campuses.
Asserting that it fosters "class
justice" and forces a college to
act as "a branch of the local police force, " h e urged the abandonment of the concept of "in loco
parentis."
The problem of "class justice,"
Stedman thought, was best exemplified by an incident which occurred several years ago in which
several hundred Princeton students marched into the town breaking windows and fences and overturning benches. The University
fined the students, using the funds
to reimburse property owners,
thus exempting them from judicial
action. Stedman asked what would
happen if several hundred youths
were to march down Seventh Avenue from 145th to 125th Streets in
Harlem, damaging property as
they proceeded. These students,
he assured his audience, would
certainly have been arrested and
sent to jail.

He saw as essentially unjust a
system which exempted children
who were financially able to go to
college from legal strictures
which their less fortunate contemporaries are subject to.
The college, by agreeing to punish a student if the police will
drop charges against him, puts itself in the position of penalizing
its own students for off-campus
(Continued on page 5)
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Medieval Series
To Feature Hoving

Thomas P. F. Hoving

Thomas P. F. Hoving, director of
The Metropolitan Museum of Art in
New York City, will lecture at the
College on November 29 on the
subject
of "Anti-Semitism in
Twelfth Century English Art."
Hoving was invited to the College
by The James Lippincott Goodwin
Fellows, who are sponsoring "The
Medieval Mind," a series of lectures and performances which will

NEPA Convenes at College; Hypnosis
Speech, Memory Dialogue Noteworthy

by Kenneth Winkler
Orne has consequently made efforts to find people who have no
preconception of the nature of the
trance state. He noted, however,
that even young children, as a
result of their exposure to television, have a knowledge of hypnotic symptons.
Hypnosis of
primitive peoples, he continued,
is also abortive because the hypnotist tends to force his preconceptions of the trance state upon
his subjects.
He therefore speculated that
hypnosis was possibly a "convention rather than an intrinsic characteristic." The problem, Orne
postulated, is that "subjects think."
To overcome this obstacle, Orne
proposed what he considered to be
an accurate method for the determination of the worth of an hypnosis experiment. He pointed to
the use of simulators—people who
are Instructed to act as if they are
in a trance though they are not. •
The doctor stated that while in
a deep trance, a subject will not
hesitate to pick up a rattlesnake
or throw nitric acid at a technical assistant. This seems to
confirm the belief, he remarked,
that hypnosis can affect a person's
normal behavioral standards. But Orne described the
reaction of the simulator under the
same conditions as identical. The
simulator, Orne explained, realizes the investigators would never
permit anyone involved to be injured. Orne suspected that hypnosis, in light of this discovery,
may merely be "an interpersonal
game."
The simulator technique, Orne
commented, should be employed
in order to weigh the value of
all hypnosis exploration. Significant experiments, he noted, would
be those In which the response of
the actual subject and the simulator differed. Any variance, he
claimed, would disprove the "interpersonal game" theory.
He described an experiment
through which psychologists hoped
to discover the effect the abrupt
exit of the hypnotist has upon
the subject. The results were similar for both subjects and simulators. Orne pointed to the slipshod techniques of the experimenters as the cause of the results,
rather than any quality of the
trance itself, It was much too
obvious, the speaker concluded,
that the hypnotist's sudden departure was a fraud.
He then conducted the experiment
under more convincing conditions.
When the hypnotist left in this
trial, those actually in a trance
remained asleep from at least 30
seconds to at most 25 minutes.
The simulators, however, ended
their act immediately when they
thought the hypnotist had actually
left. Orne theorized that such
THE BUTTONDOWN SOUNDS of the Pipes will fill the air of data dispel the belief that hypnosis
is a game. "If this is simply an
the Washington Room at 7:30 Saturday. The Homecoming concert
interpersonal game," he asserted,
W
The New England Psychological
Association, sponsoring a sixtopic speaker program, convened
at the College Friday and Saturday for its seventh annual meeting.
Dr. M. Curtis Langhorne, psychology department chairman, who
stepped down from the organization's presidency at the meeting's
conclusion, termed the convention "very successful." Five hundred members, representing more
than 50 colleges and universities
in the New England area, attended.
Dr. Martin T. Orne, professor
of psychiatry at the University of
Pennsylvania, offered what he considered a "progress report" on
hypnosis investigation as
the
President's Invited Speaker Friday evening. In his speech, "Hypnosis as State: Current Research,"
he presented a chronology of developments over the past seven
years.
When hypnosis research first
began, Orne declared, the basic
question concerned the subject's
tendency to transcend his normal
values and judgments while responding to an hypnotic influence.
He pointed out, however, the difficulty in conducting productive
research In this area, because a
subject's reaction to hypnosis conforms to his preconception of what
his reaction will be.
Orne supported his theory with
results from an experiment he
performed on his own students.
At a lecture on hypnosis, Orne
mentioned that a characteristic
of the trance state was catalepsy
of the dominant hand. This sympton, however, had never been observed by any psychologist studying trance characteristics. One
month later, after hypnotizing a
group of students from his normal classes and the class he had
tricked, the trance states of
the duped class included1 the dominant hand catalepsy.

Pipes to Present 'Sounds'

' H feature groups from Cornell, Connecticut, and Amherst.

" it would Stop" when the hypnotist disappeared.
Orne then moved to the subject
of
post-hypnotic suggestions.
"Hypnosis," he resolved, "is not
a particularly effective technique
for behavioral control." The doctor described an experiment in
which subjects were requested to
mail him a post card daily.
"Within this context," he commented, "a waking request is
more effective than a post-hypnotic suggestion."
While subjects may be in some
cases responding only because they
feel obligated to, experiments have
shown a definite correlation between the degree of hypnosis induced and the effect of a posthypnotic hint. Simulators, he
observed, do not react as significantly.
In conclusion, Orne considered
hypnosis "a phenomenon which is
not only cooperation." He belived that in perhaps another five
years the deeper nature of this
phenomenon could be realized.
"The Storage and Retrieval of
Information in Men and Computers" was the topic of a Saturday
(Continued on page 6)

investigate several aspects of middle ages culture.
"We are absolutely delighted to
have a man like Thomas Hoving
speak at Trinity," stated Elric J.
Endersby '68, . president of the
Goodwin
Fellows. "We really
didn't think that it would be possible to get him here because he
has accepted very few speaking engagements since becoming director of the Metropolitan."
Hoving is known to most New
Yorkers as the enthusiastic and energetic Commissioner of Parks
who, during the year and a half
he held that post, made the city's
parks a center of amusement and
culture for thousands of city
dwellers.
He sponsored "happenings" in the parks, attracted
the country's finest architects for
parks projects -- innovations
which were praised throughout the
country. In November of 1966,
he -was named Administrator of
Recreation and Cultural Affairs
by Mayor John V. Lindsay.
Last March, he assumed
his
duties as Director of the Metropolitan.
Born in 1931, Hoving studied
at Princeton and in Europe. He
did graduate work in fine arts,
and in 1959, he was awarded a
Ph.D. in Art History.
Hoving rose quickly after first
attracting- the attention of the late
James J. Rorimer, In 1963,
he became Associate Curator of
The Cloisters, and two years
later, he became Curator of the
Department of Medieval Art and
The Cloisters.
Hoving has distinguished himself as a scholar through his
research
for acquisitions by
the Metropolitan. The topic of
Hovlng's lecture is the result of
his resear.ch toward the identification of the Bury St. Edmunds
Ivory Cross which was marked
by anti-semitic inscriptions.

Hershey Instructs Boards
To Draft Resistants First
"We are not just picking on college
students," assured 74-year-old
Selective Service Director Lieutenant General Lewis Hershey, following the revelation last week of
an October 26 recommendation to
4100 draft boards that anyone liable
to induction interfering with the
military recruitment or the draft
process would be deprived of his
deferment, reclassified a delinquent, and drafted as soon as possible.
Despite a petition from the American Association of University
Professors to rescind the recommendation, which is interpreted as
instructions to local boards but
prohibited by law as orders, Hershey refused to revoke the notice
unless President Johnson so indicated, while noting that "so far I
haven ',t heard anybody up there say
a word about.this one."
Although Justice Department
attorneys tentatively concluded
that an executive order reinforcing Hershey's letter would be unconstitutional,
the
Director
claimed he had "talked with somebody" at the White House. Presidential Press Secretary George
Christian had no comment, while
a Justice Department official declined to comment on the recommendation's legality.
Although violation of the draft
process, specified in Section 12
of the Selective Service Act of
1967 and Implemented with force
of law by Section 1642.1 of the

Federal regulations, sanctions a
local board's reclassification of
as individual as a delinquent
liable to imminent conscription,
the New York TIMES reported
that "nowhere do the law or regulations specify that interference
with a military recruiter is a similar offense." .
Hershey's recommendation was
issued in response to several student demonstrations in the past
month protesting campus recruitment by armed forces representatives at Oberlih College and by •
CIA and Dow Chemical Company
interviewers at Cal Berkeley. Also last month, 3,000 students and
anti-war demonstrators besieged
the Oakland, California induction
center, until dispersed by police
using clubs and tear gas.
In his letter Hershey noted that
deferments are granted in the
national interest; violators of
Selective Service operations, he
contended, should be denied deferment in the national interest.
The university professors' letter
of petition .accused Hershey of
attempting to stifle, dissent and
"to use the draft as a punitive
instrument," which would therefore "have a. chilling' effect upon
free speech and assembly as
guaranteed by the First Amendment." Hershey, refusing to r e scind the recommendation, claimed, "I'm not much on usurping
the law and the Constitution." .
(Continued on page 5)

Mary Attacks Johnson, the Press
As Peter Writes, Paul Gives Up.

Drugs: Use or Abuse
The 'Cheetah3 Hedges
by Hugh Elder
"The future of psychedelics is
at a turning point" says Edward
Kaufman with James Eli in an
article in a recent issue of Cheetah,
a new magazine from 21st Century
Publications. "We appear to be
approaching a time in which individual choice may be the only
factor in their use..."

Criticism
The problem of drugs has r e cently blossomed forth in leading
magazines across the country. The
problem, quickly stated, is whether
one should "turn on" with various
illicit drugs, not whether one
should break the laws regarding
their sale, possession, and use.
Among the illegal drugs are:LSD25, which taken orally in doses
of 25-700 mierograms produces
effects lasting 6-18 hours, marijuana (tetrahydrocannabinol) digested or smoked producing effects
for 2-3 hours, Methedrine (methamphetamine
hydrochlqride),
taken intravenously or orally in
doses of 7.5 to 30 mg,(sometlmes
more, depending, on habituation)
producing- a "high" effect for about
4 hours.
These drugs are illegal, and the
chief objection against their use is
the deleterious effect on the body,
or the absence of knowledge of
their effects.
There are also
social dangers that evolve from the
widespread use of these drugs.
"Much like the homosexual or active fraternity man, the marijuana smoker is brought into contact with a ready-made group of
friends wherever he goes."
Although the article points out
that there are many plant-derived
legal 'highs,' it makes no mention
of the preparation or dosage of
these, save bananas:"dried scrapings of inner skin of bananas,"

Placement
.TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 14 •Stamford
Education, at
Wesleyan •,
.
MONDAY, NOVEMBER, 20 Northeastern law- School
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 21 Vanderpuilt Law, Alumni
Lounere, 9:30 A.M.
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 27 University of Virginia Business
School, Alumni,
10<00-3:30
TEACHING PROGRAMS
Information and applications for the Teaching Assistance Program for the Andover Summer Session at
Phillips EKeter' Academy are'
now in the Placement Office.
The
Phillips
Exeter
Academy and St. Paul's School
have, internship teaching programs for juniors and seniors.'.
If interested, see Mr.. Butler.
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duration "30 minutes." Among
others are tobacco and aspirin,
Queen Anne's Lace, nitrous oxide,
and amyl nitrate. This article
is at fault, like so many others,
by raising legal objections then
failing to mention legal "highs"
at the same time maintaining a
stance that in the end drug usage
is a matter of individual choice.
The final conclusion remains, as
with all major articles on drugs,
vague:
"From a more practical standpoint, perhaps the most serious
factor in the use of these drugs
is not what harm they may do the
individual, but rather what clear
and present danger they present to
society at large. The major problem here is that our mechanized
society cannot tolerate any lack of
attention to the business of getting
from place to place safely and performing adequately on arrival. All
of the hallucinogens interfere with
this to a dangerous degree, yet
many people seem to have no1
qualms about driving while high-not merely on marijuana, but on
LSD as well, and not merely on
quiet side streets but on high speed
freeways."

by Daniel Reilert
Those who stayed backstage
following the Peter, Paul and Mary
Concert last Sunday night at the
Bushnell might have been surprised at some of Mary Travers'
comments. Her blasting of the
Johnson Administration's policy in
Viet Nam-did not seem like the
sweet Mary of old. Nor did her
claim that the press had lied about
the Washington demonstration of a
few weeks ago, and had deliberately acted as a tool of the Establishment in goading the demonstrators into rioting, in order to
give the Peace Movement a black
eye. On other parts of the dark
stage, Paul Stookey, Peter Yarrow
and Albert Grossman gave their
views on a number of topics, all
inevitably connected with what the
Beautiful People are calling the
'Bad Scene.'
In the past, folk singers have
been expected to chant protests
and these songs were easily brushed aside by the overall musical
market. But since Barry McGuire's 'Eve of Destruction' hit
the charts a few years ago, criticism of our society and its values
have entered the programme of

most major artists and groups.
Bob Dylan is still the leader
of the 'involved people.' It was
his changeover to a rock style
which triggered the movement of
folk music, into the much bigger
pop field, strengthening both. It
is now very difficult at times to
distinguish between folk and rock
artists; as Mary said last week,
'In fifty years people will accept
rock instrumentaton behind traditonal folk songs, because they will
clearly see rock and roll is the
folk music of today'. And because the rock scene is so strong,
it is now very easy to register
one's complaints through the music
and be sure that it will be heard.
In 'Album 1700', Peter, Paul and
Mary's latest offering, there are
a number of songs, written mostly
by Peter, which shoot down our
practices and beliefs. 'I'm in
Love with a Big Blue Frog' aims
at
racial bigotry, while 'The
Great Mandella1 tells of a society
which is obsessed with an idea.
As the protester who has fasted
for days in his cell perishes, the

mob cries:
"We are free now,
we can kill now, we can hate now.,!
we're not guilty-he was crazyand it's been going on for ten thousand years...'
Speaking about the increasingly
somber mood of much current
music, Grossman (their manager,
as well as Dylan's) compared
our state of affairs with those in
Germany after the collapse of thQ
Weimar Republic, noting two great
similarities:
An unprecedented
hope crumbling in the ruins of
social and moral decay, and the
inevitably negative reaction of the
artists of the times. 'These are
bitter times', he added, 'and there
is nothing else an honest person
can do.'
Meanwhile, in the rear of the
conference room, Paul was asked
jokingly if he was still trying to
change the world. He answered:
'I've given that up now; but I
hope that by trying to continually
improve myself and give my own
life more meaning I can do my
share in helping everyone out.'

Pipes, Magoos, Wesleyan
Game Highlight Homecoming
Roman orgies, songfests (classical and otherwise), and a barbarian sports contest will highlight
the College's Homecoming Weekend beginning Friday evening
November 17 with the Soph Hop.
On Saturday evening the Trinity
Pipes will hold the seventh annual
edition of their popular "Buttondown Sounds" in the Washington
Room.
Featured at the Hop will be the
psychedelic sensations of the Blues
Magoos and the soulful sounds of'
Lonnie Youngblood and his Bloodbrothers.
The Magoos, who number among
their hits "Tobacco Road" and "We
Ain't Got Nothin' Yet," spice their
act with electric suits which light
on and off in rhythm with their
vibrations, thus adding to the already psychedelic atmosphere
created by strobe lights and electronic instruments.
Youngblood and his group perform in the style of Otis Redding
and Wilson Pickett, and their schedule includes weekends at Wesleyan and Dartmouth. James McLaugherty '70, sophomore class
president, predicted that "no onewill go away disappointed."
The event begins at 9:00. Tickets
are $3.00 per couple and dre,ss is
semi-formal.
The Pipes have imported Cornell's Sherwoods, who appeared

here in 1964 and 1965, Connecticut's
Schwlffs and the Zumbyes of Amherst, Comedian Michael Karp,
convivial host of many College
functions, will emcee.
Tickets for the "Sounds" will
be. available in Mather Hall next
week. Proceeds go to the Pipes
Scholarship Fund.
Powerhouse Wesleyan will face
the undefeated footballers on
Jessse Field Saturday at 1:30. Friday at 2:00, the soccer squad goes
against the Cardinals at Middletown.
The Guarneri String Quartet, the
second group in the Fine Arts Department's Chamber Music Series,
will perform Sunday afternoon at
2:30 in the Goodwin Theatre. The
ensemble, which the New York
Times has described ashaving"no
superior.on the world's stages,"
will present a program consisting
entirely of selections by Beethoven.
Students will display their
forensic talents at a humorous debate against Wesleyan at 4:30 Saturday afternoon. The resolution
to be disputed is "Resolved: That
College Students Are Going to Pot."
Wesleyan, given the choice of
sides, selected the affirmative.
David Goldberg '69, a member of
the College's team, hoped that
there would be interplay between
the audience and the speakers.

the nozd goes evep on

song cycLe * music"5y
swarm * poems

p. n. toLkien
Now the songs of Frodo, Bilbo, Sam Treebeard and
Tom Bonibadil can be sung or played by all, Donald
i Swann, of Flanders and Swann, has, with the assistance and encouragement of Professor Tolkien, set
seven songs from The Lord of The Rings to music.
Each song may be sung individually or taken together
as a group to form a song cycle. The arrangements
are -for piano or voice and guitar symbols are given.

«.9S

poems an6 songs op miftftle

Stand fast
in Bass Weejuns!
Ride it o u t . . . wait for Bass Weejuns® moccasins
at your nearby college store or shoe shop.
Only Bass makes Weejuns.
G. H. Bass & Co.,
Main St.,
Wilton, Maine 04294.

Winter Necessities
(•hu.scn by Henry Miller and Reflecting
Distinctive, Correct Taste Usually Unavailable Elsewhere.

* LAMB'S WOOL GLOVES
* CASHMERE MUFFLERS
* LINED POPLIN TROUSERS
* WOOL FIELD COATS
* SCOTCH SHETLAND SWEATERS
* SCOTCH LAMB'S WOOL SWEATERS
Trinity's Closest Complete
Clothing Store
KI'KN MONDAY 'I'llUi U'llll S.VI'l'UDAV

READ BY J.R.R. TOLKIEN
For his first venture into the recording world Professor
Tolkien has chosen to read from the delightful poems
of Tom Bombadil. On the reverse side William Elvin
sings the swigs from The Road Goes Ever On with
Donald Swann at the piano. This record is a must.
Caedmon Record 'TC 1231
*5.9S

cumuttn

y\>HNINUKK

Available M your college bookstore
HOUGHTON MIFFLIN COMFANT

IMPORTKR

24 TRUMBULL STREET .

HARTFORD • 525-2139
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Poetry Put On Tonight in AAC

TX to Host A Marzi
Alfeo Marzi, Fordham P r o fessor of languages, poet, painter,
and Trinity '47, will give a reading of Ms works November 14 at
the Austin Arts Center. The reading, sponsored by Theta Xi, will
be the first College appearance
of Marzi, who has been described
as "a poet worth listening to.
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'Patience9 Played in Cambridge
Durkin, Michaels Assure Success
by Richard Cody

production almost belies critical
analysis. Every aspect of the evenGood theater is a delight. Good ing" s entertainment was a joy. The
After his graduation from the amateur theater is a delightful orchestra played with professional
College as Valedictorian, Marzi surprise. A brilliant example of precision andazestful involvement
received his M.A. from Wesleyan this is the Harvard Gilbert and with the intricacies of the comedy.
University and spent a year in Sullivan Players' production of
The chorus of " 20 rapturous maidFrance on a Fulbright Fellowship. PATIENCE. This sprightly 'operens" and "Heavy Dragoons" sang
Upon his return he commenced stu- etta exposes, with hilarous effect, with assurance and sensitivity.
dies leading to his Ph.D from Ford- the affectation and conceit of two Stephen Michaels as Reginald Bunthorne (a fleshly poet) displayed
Asst, Professor of English ham. He has been the recipient long-haired romantic,ascetic,pera masterly command of mannerism
James W. Garner, writing in the of the Harvard Book Prize, a Par- ipatetic poetasters and their fawnand timing. Danius Turek, por-.
Spring 1967 issue of the TRINITY ker scholarship, the Unico Scho- ing entourage of enraptured
traying the impossibly conceited
ALUMNI REVIEW, said of Marzi, larship, and the Russell Fellow- maidens. Lest anyone feel that
such a line of satire fails to speak Archibald Grosvenor, gave a
"Art does indeed here define anew ship.
to a modern public, merely let
smooth and equally well-timed
way of life and allows others to
him note the frenzied adulation r e - performance, which was considersee...
In addition to several exhibi- ceived by today's "highlyascetic",
ably heightened by his rich and
tions of his paintings in New
"It is reassuring in times char- York, he has published numerous long-haired heroes of song, or sonorous baritone. Patience heracterized by what T.S. Eliot has volumes of poetryj including UN- better yet, the sophomoric and self, played by a freshman, Miss
Myra Durkin, flounced through the
called the "dissociation of sensi- DERPASS AND OTHER POEMS OF totally unmerited lionisation of a
bility" to discover in the verse THE BRONX, THE PARK OF certain Italian-American "paint- operetta with exuberant abandon.
by the Miss Durkin exhibited a poise and
of Alfeo Marzi a move toward r e - JONAS, OF TIME AND THE MAN- er-poet-water-colorist"
less discerning elements of an stage presence quite unexpected in
storation of the poetic virtues of OR BRONX CROSSING, AFTER otherwise distinguished
New
inexperienced an actress. She
the 17th Century. Here at least THE SEA, DILEXI, and FAR England college's student body. so
is the possessor of an untrained
there is association. It would be FROM THE WREN.
The unflawed excellence of the soprano voice which this reviewer
to much to ask for everything at
once, but these poems, marked
by compound "associations of dissensibility" are surely a step in
the right direction."
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finds unparalleled in its clarity,
angelic timbre, and perfect pitch.
Limited space makes impossible
a fair appraisal of the minor roles,
each of which was noteworthy.
Especially deserving of praise was
the highly comic Lady Jane by Miss
Jacqueline Meily and the graceful Lady Saphir of Miss Carolyn
Firth. The production was technically
superb. The set was
simple yet effectively employed.
Costumes were colorful and rich.
The tempo of the production was
brisk, and with no scene changes
a lively rhythm was maintained
throughout the play. It was r e freshingly evident that everyone
involved in the presentation, including the members of the o r chestra, genuinely enjoyed what he
was doing. Equally evident was
the professional care that had been
applied to details of blocking, gesture and pronunciation. Each char(Continued on page 5)
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BiC Fine Point 25<

Olds 4-4-2. Three bucket-seat models: Holiday Coupe, Sports Coupe,Convertible.

Despite
fiendish torture
dynamic BiC Duo
writes first time,
every time!
mc's rugged pair of
stick pens wins again
in unending war
against ball-point
skip, clog and smear.
Despite horrible
punishment by mad
scientists, me still
writes first time, every
time. And no wonder.
mc's "Dyamite" Ball
is the hardest metal
made, encased in a
solid brass nose cone.
Will not skip, clog
or smear no matter
what devilish abuse
is de-vised for them
by sadistic .students.
Get the dynamic
me Duo at your
campusi'store now.

ENGINE
Type.
.....Rocket V-8
Bore x stroke, inches
3.87 x 4.25
Displacement, cubic inches
400
Compression ratio
10.5-to-l
Bnp
350' at 4800 rpm
Torque, Ib.-ft
440 at 3200 rpm
Carburetion
•
4-bbl.
Built-in Combustion Control System
provides constant carb air temperature.
Optional: Force-Air Induction System.
Requires close-ratio 4-on-the-floor transmission or Turbo Hydra-Matic. 4.33-to-l
axle, 360 bhp at 5400 rpm.
Optional: Cruising package: Includes
400-CID V-8 with 2-bbl. carb, 290 bhp,
9-to-l compression, Turbo Hydra-Matic,
2.56-to-l axle. 325-hp Rocket 400 V-8
with 4-bbl. carb and 10.5-to-l compression ratio teams with Turbo Hydra-Matic.
•Bhp 325 with Turbo Hydra-Matic.

DRIVE TRAIN
Transmission
Fully synchronfced,
heavy-duty 3-on-the-floor
with Hurst Shifter
Optional: 4-on-the-floor (close-or wideratio with Hurst Shifter) or Turbo HydraWlatic floor shift.
Prop shaft
Heavy-duty
Axle ratios (to 1). .2.56, 2.78, 3.08, 3.23,
3.42,3.91, 4.33, 4.66
Optional: Heavy-duty axles (H.O. shafts,
bearings, differential gears), 3 ratios.
CHASSIS and BODY
Suspension
Heavy-duty. Includes
heavy-duty springs and shocks, front and
rear stabilizers. Dual exhausts.
Steering ratio
24-to-l
Wheels
Heavy-duty 14-inch
with e:ttra-wide rims
Tires
F70xl4", Nylon-Cord
Wide-Oval Red-Lines

OTHER OPTIONS
Power front disc brakes. UHV Transistorized Ignitiot-. Anti-Spin Differential. Rally
Stripe. Rally Pac (clock, t a : h , engine
gauges). Sports console. Custom Sport
Steering Wheel. Radial-Ply Whitewalls.
Simulated-wire and Super Stock Wheels.
Special wheel discs. Others.
GENERAL
Whoelbase
112"
Overall leivth
201.6"
Overall width
76.2"
Overall height
52.8"
Curb wt. (Ib.) Holiday Coupe
3628
Fuel capacity (gal.)
20
Headroom (Holiday Coupe)...front 37.6"
rear 36.3"
Legroom (Holiday Coupe). .front 42.7"
rear 32.7"
Hiproom (Holiday Coupe). .front 59.5"
rear 53.0"
Tread
front 59.0", rear 59.0"
SAFETY
And all the new GM safety features are
standard on 4-4-2, including energy-absorbing steering column.

WATERMAN-BIC PEN CORP.
MILFORD, CONN.

Drive a '68"youngmobile"from Oldsmobile
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EDITORIAL SECTION
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The Warden General

LETTERS to the chairman
'Yes!

Yes!f

TO THE CHAIRMAN:
Re the November 7 letter of
Messrs. Durkee and Warmbold:
My GOD, my eyes are now ppened
to the BRAND NEW and VERY
SOPHISTICATED concepts that I
was blind to before. China is out
to CONQUER THE WORLD, of

Selective Service Director Lieut. Gen. Lewis B. Hershey's
directive that local draft boards rescind II-S deferments to college students who physically interfere with the workings of the
draft system is of dubious legality and of monolithic and repressive overtones.
While the Justice Department has questioned the legality of
Hershey's "memo" to local draft boards, it is nevertheless fright- .
Leonard R. Tomat, Assistant
ening that a 74-year-old military man can through the political
Dean of Students, member of the
coercion of his office stifle dissent for the 18-35 age group and Dining
Sub-Committee, asserted
assign to the armed forces the function of a penal colony. Her- that the present dining problem in-,
shey reasons that when students obstruct the recruitment or volves the implementation of maxfunctioning of Selective Service, they cease to work for the "na- imum use of the dining facilities.
tional interest" and forfeit the basis of their deferments. We
The committee is attempting to
had been under the impression that "national interest" (II-S) solve the present overcrowding in
deferments were educational, not merely contingent upon the Hamlin and Mather Halls;
Tomat stated the problem in
maintenance of beliefs sanctioned by officials of the Selective
Mather Hall arises at rush hour
Service System.
which develops after the 12:20
While we do not approve of the physical exclusion of recruit- classes on Monday,'. Wednesday,
ment officers from campus, we do not feel that discipline for and Friday. Dinner in Hamlin is
these .transgressions is relevant to the "national interest" or
generally, according to Tomat,
belongs to the Kangaroo Court methods — arbitrary re-classific- overcrowded, and there is too short
ation — which Hershey assigns as the judicial machinery to be a period during which students
may eat.
yested in local draft boards.
Considering next year's increasMost appalling is the arbitrary power of Hershey's decree
and . its pointed thrust at the draft-eligible group. How is the ed enrollment effect on the present problem, Tomat remarked
General's "justice" applicable for those ineligible for the draft? that
next year will be the last of
He erroneously assumes that dissenters are only those whose the five year growth cycle. A
self-interest runs afoul of the "national interest."
freshman class 50 students larger
Through his directive to local draft boards, Hershey has taken than the present senior class will
steps to protect what he terms the "national interest." However, be admitted. Mather Hall facilin his sweeping decree, Hershey has neglected the protection of ities still will be adequate, Tomlt
the individual through guarantees of due process, leaving the indicated, but Hamlin will feel the
determination of what constitutes a violation of "national inter- squeeze.
Three possible solutions to the
e s t " to the local draft boards. Such a system of prosecution on
arbitrary and vague guidelines—and with the ready possibility impending problem have beenpro• posed. One is to increase' the
of acting on misinformation—abuses the concept of a democratic time, period during which upperjudicial system and misuses the function of the office of the classmen can dine in Hamlin. The
Selective Service.
second is to study student schedApplying Hershey's recommendation strictly to military re- ules in order to escape the rush
cruitment on the private sphere of the college campus, the re- hours. The third possible solusponsibility for disciplinary action for the physical barring of tion is to convert the snack bar
an armed forces representative —a guest of the college — should lounge or the T.V. lounge into part
of Mather dining areas.
remain with the college. Obstruction of the workings of the SeNo other places on campus,
lective Service System occurs when the operational rights of the
Tomat noted, have been investigatoffice are denied in their public functioning; obstruction of a recruiter whose appearance on campus is a privilege (not a right)
granted him by the institution should not fall in the domain of
disruption of the public functioning of the system.
We feel that the college should serve as a forum for all points
of view and that the civil liberties of the individuals speaking
(Continued from page 8)
should be respected. However, Hershey's directives to the local
draft boards have jeopardized constitutional rights of student,
dissent through an arbitrary and personal determination of the held; on. Steve Peters and Tom
helped
Greisinger
: "national interest; " until the lines of prosecution conform to due Kaufman
keep
the
Jeff
drives
out of
process and are directed through the judicial system, we ask
that privilege of military recruitment on campus be suspended. reach of the goal. In the waning
seconds,.it was again Trinity's
ball control that made the difference
as Richards,Gibby,
and Marty Williams ran out the
clock. When the gun finally
went. off, a delirious Trinity
crowd stormed the .field.
Coach Roy Datii's predicEUXT0K1AL UOAHI)
tions on field conditions were
accurate. One end was wet,
Jetttvy-E. Lucas US
and the other dry, but Trinity
I'fetijdeiit
is used to rain and wet field's
Ames II; Neisun tifi
and scored all three goals at
i;
i
t
o
r
A. Ruml Gordon '69
•the wet end.
Churles. P. L. Hill '6H
Mlt'luiel P. Si'ili'llik •US
With two of the Little Three
Arts Kditnr
News Kdtinrs
Spurts Kditur
Christopher Lees '70
beaten,
Trin goes after the
Hli'hmond
S.
HencU'o
'
U
S)
John P. Osier '70
third and an undefeated, seas on
James D. Bartolini '68
Assistant Art
at Wesleyati Friday afternoon.
I'luirofiTicpliy Kdilors
Gerald A. Hutch 'Bit'
Stephen A. Bauer "TO
Wesleyan has tied Araherst
William B. Rosenblatt •'(isr
2-2 and lost to.Williams 3-0.
. . " ' • • • •
.
STAF*"
'
.
Judd Freeman !69, Wilbur A. Gliihn1 III '6», Wtllliim U. Houirlv'6!>, Mlcluiel
Amherst, a team that has
beaten Dartmouth, Harvard, and
Navy, finally had met their
match. Perhaps the final tribute
Mark J. Weinstein '71, Kenneth P. Winklor '71.
to Trinity's team could be
Bt'SINKSS KOAUD
found in the Amherst football
.'
/Justness Miinast'rs
program: "Captain Mike Center
"
.
Frederick-P. McCltire '6N
is undoubtedly one of the
..: •:-.
-....;
Leighlon L. Smith '69 •
:
.Published twiui. weekly on Tuesdays and Fridays dui-inj! the afadt-mhfinest shooters that Amherst
H - f r ^ n ? ^ / " ' 8 ' ! 1 ^ bl students of Trinity Collese. -Published at \Ve"t
backs will face this year;" and
Hartford News, Isham Road, West Hartford, Conn?
'
? ; i Kit 7 U s u b s c ription included in activities fee; others $8.50 ner venr'
in the words of the dejected
D 5taBe P a i d a t H a r t £ o r f l
$ f i 1879, °
:
. Coiinectlciit. imSw th? act of•
Amherst captain, "Trinity is
Ot
the best team we've : seen."
Mather'.Hall, Trinity College.
0 ^ ;
No one in Hartford will argue
Telephones: 246-1829 or 527-3153, ext 252
with that.

course, how could I be unaware of
such SOPHISTICATED analysis?
(Perhaps it's because I am unknowingly forfeiting my rights I) CONTAINMENT,
BALANCE OF
POWER. Yes, yes! Durkee and
Warmbold! More, more! Open
my mind to these abstruse concepts. I never REALIZED that I
couldn't dissent If I lived in China!
And what about the CAPTIVE

Committee to Investigate
Dining Hall Inadequacies

Bootees.

frintty

ed as possible dining halls. When
questioned on the proposal for a
dining hall in the High Rise, Tomat
reported that there is a possibility
that a serving area will be Included in the new dorm.
Since present kitchen facilities
are adequate and because the cost
of kitchen facilities is prohibitive,
Tomat continued, no other complete serving area and kitchen can
be built. He emphasized, however, that any number of serving
areas may be built.
The three proposals before the
committee would not be costly.
Tomat said the expansion of the
Mather dining area would involve
only the purchase of more tables
and chairs.
Although schedule changes are
before the faculty now, Tomat said
no radical change in dining facilities will occur for the second semester. Considering solutions to
the present conditions without new
innovations, Tomat noted that many
upperclassmen now eat in Mather
at their own request, as* a result
of the overcrowding in Hamlin.
, Though Tomat believed that the
trend may be away from fraternities, he felt the College can handle
all students who do not dine in fraternity houses.

NATIONS? Yes, North Vietnam is
merely
an INSTRUMENT OF
CHINA! How could I have ever
thought OTHERWISE? The hell
with reality! The hell with Giap
and Truong Chin's excesses and
Ho's nationalism, the hell with
history. It's so much SIMPLER
this wajtf
JON LOMBERG '69

'Good'
TO THE CHAIRMAN;
I cannot help but agree with the
general tone of your editorial of
November 7 entitled "Foresight."
Your analysis of the bureaucratic
problems involved in the athletic
center and expression of the rather
obvious need for more communication between Trustee and student
were worthwhile, especially when
you got down to specific suggestions. Then you suggested one
way of effective communication,
besides I suppose, the printed wisdom of the TRIPOD, which was
through the Dialogue Committee.
The new social plan should definitely be good for the TRIPOD staff
and the three students on the Dialogue Committee. And in passing,
a tip of my hat to the President's
statement on the athletic center
which provides insights into the
way in which the administration
operates. Without singling out any
men in particular for my praise,
not having ever attended any of
the policy sessions, I would like
to express my enthusiasm for the
fact that the wishes of the classes
of 1959 through 1963 will be fulfilled in the new athletic center.
But what about the wishes of the
class of say, 1850, who may have
wanted
overwhelming: priority
given" to explanding the facilities'
for Latin and Theology?
KEVIN ANDERSON '70

Waiting For Motherball
by Michael Seitchik
In last week's column, I asserted
that the New Left treats people and
history differently than the Old
Left does. For the New Left is
not based on doctrine oriented dogma, but on
problem oriented
morality. The New Left, unlike
the Old, does not treat history as
if it were determined by laws of
economics. Instead, history is
viewed as a never ending process
of problem solving. The New Left
feels that man will always have
problems, and their solutions can
be accomplished only by human beings, and not by laws of history.
This rejection of a deterministic
approach to history is indicative of
tne New Left's disbelief in a
Utopia, unlike the Old Left, todays' activists do not have a detailed plan of the Good Society,
for there is no final answer to
man's needs and problems.
The Good Society, according to
SDS and SNCC, is 'one in which
the people make the decisions that
affect their lives. The more influence and control one has over
one's own life, the better the
society. The Good Society, then,
is neither that society in which
is established nor is it the one in
which the poor hillbilly canbecome
President. For in neither case is
there the guarantee that the members of either society will be free
to make important decisions or be
responsible for the outcome of
actions taken in the name of that
society. Today's youth have become disillusioned with Communism after the experience of Stalinism and disillusioned with the
American Dream after the experience of Johnson, Watts, The
War on Poverty, and the war in
Vietnam. The New Left has seen
that history has not been a success story. And the way to change
the plot is to change the author.

The people, not one man, should
lead a society. For only when
people govern themselves can decisions -affecting their lives be
just. Then not only history, but
the Good Society as well is open
ended. For there will always be
problems about which the people
will have to decide.
However, just because the New
Left considers history to be open
ended, it does not mean that
they find the study of history any
less important. On the contrary,
the New Left feels that the study
of history is essential.
For only by studying problems and
solutions of the past can one hope
to deal intelligently with problems
of the present.
History allows
one to see how great men In the
past have solved their problems.
History also enables one to see
the pattern of social change. For
only after one has seen the areas
of change can one determine what
is in need of change. That is,
history shows one the basis or the
foundations of society. Change
these basic unifiers of society and
you change society. The past
serves as a basis for reinterpreting and changing the future.
The New Left, then, has put a
new emphasis on the individual by
seeing that history Is determined
by man's actions and not by laws
of history. With this optimism
concerning man's ability to affect
history, the New Left is out to
change history. All men shall con. trol history. And the wisdom needed to lead people into the future is
built upon the experiences of the
past. Thus for the New Left both
the ends and means vary. For
history is open ended and the means
for solving various problems are
left up to the people whose lives
are affected by the problems. Their
decisions may vary from situation
to situation, for there is no single
answer to any problem.
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Academic Freedom Gaining Might and Right
Wider Acceptance, Support
(Continued from page 1)
offenses.
Said Stedman, "What
a student does off campus does
not seem to me any concern of
the college at all."
He also condemned the "in loco
parentis" concept as a contra/ diction of what is currently called
"student power." Citing a resolution voted by the Student Congress last August he noted that
student power rests on the assumption that "students have an 'intrinsic right and responsibility' to
govern themselves and to regulate
their lives and interests within
the college and university context. The resolution further calls
on faculties and administrations, he
explained, to "recognize and accept large areas of student responsibilities."
Stedman concluded that if students are to exercise this power
they must be encouraged
to
"stand on their own feet, including when they are in trouble with
the off-campus legal authorities."
An area in which the college
ought to intercede between the
student and the law, according

such lists at the University of
Michigan and at the University
of California at Berkeley.

A PHILOSOPHY OF POWER?
by Alan S. Winter

He pointed out that the Supreme Court has upheld the
privacy of membership lists of
private organizations. He also
mentioned that most ot the colleges responding to a recent ACLU
poll indicated they would
not
submit such lists to a congressional committee for whatever
purpose,
Such protection
of
students' rights and the colleges
in question, Stedman noted, deserve to be commended.
The . question of academic
freedom also extends into the
area of faculty-administration relations. Stedman expressed regret
that in many new colleges in the
country deans, • formerly high
school principals, "rideroughshod
over college level conceptions of
academic responsibility." Their
power, he said, extends to the
point of ordering the textbooks.
Such deans, the speaker concluded, are "apparently omniscient as
well as omnipresent."

Throughout his talk Stedman emto Stedman, is that of defending a
the need to view academic
student who is arrested and phasized
freedom as an expanding concept,
brought to trial on a charge in- not simply as a static set of rules
volving his civil liberties. Sted- and procedures. Important quesman maintained that "a college tions at this time as he saw them
ought to feel honor bound to as- were: 1. The obligation of acsign its own legal counsel to crediting agencies to set minimal
defend the student."
standards of academic freedom as
Admitting that the concept one of the criteria for granting or
may not seem clear to a per- continuing to grant accreditation;
son acclimated to a college in and 2. The question of whether
Connecticut, he suggested that faculty and students should play an
it could most clearly be under- increasing role in decision-making
stood in the case of a Negro col-' on the administrative level which
• lege .in the. South,, or, if.students would contribute, to..the d,e:yelppat the College were being ar- ment of so-called participatory unrested for civil rights demonstra- iversities.
tions.
He also saw a need to consider
Moving to the topic of war faculty representation of boards of
demonstrations and free speech, trustees and education, application
the government professor vigor- of academic freedom standards in
ously defended the rights
of the performing and graphic arts
students to criticize government departments, and'whether or not a
policy and conduct peaceful de- college has an obligation to have
monstrations.
diverse points of view represented
At the same time, however, he on its faculty.
warned against violating the rights
of others to be heard.
Pointing to the recent problems at
Brooklyn College and Oberlin,
he chastised student demonstrators who "deprive others of the
(Continued from page 3)
opportunity to speak or be
heard or physically obstruct
movement, or otherwise
dis- acter had mastered the skills of
articulation necessary for the
rupt the legitimate educational
or institutional processes in a sucessful projection of Mr. Gilway that violates the civil lib- bert's perversely verbose lyrics.
Even the relatively minor amount
erties of others."
of choreography called for by the
smooth and exact.
Stedman termed demands that script was
In short, Harvard's PATIENCE
college authorities supply, membership lists of. campus organ- combined the best of amateur and
izations critical of United States professional theater. It is a shame
foreign policy an "assault on that the enthusiasm and commitcivil liberties." He cited the ment necessary for this level of
House Un-American Activities dramatic achievment is found on so
'•nmmittee's
subpoenaing of few college campuses.

'Patience'...

'Not Much for Usurping Law,'
Hershey Adamant Despite Noise
(Continupd from page 1}
Hershey asserted that the let- of law to reclassify someone inter advised a more stringent en- volved in an "illegal" demonstraforcement of a law already spec- tion, declare him a delinquent,
»ied in the Selective Service Act, and order him to report for inr
although seven Democratic House duction.
members issued a statement proAcknowledging that the letter
testing Hershey's action as "a
1 agrant denial of due process was issued in response to the
clearly designed to repress dis- trend of more frequent protests,
sent against the war in Vietnam." Hershey recalled that "Congressune
Senator termed the general's men and a lot of others have been
move as " a danger to democracy." saying why in the devil ;don't you
ine recommendation also applies do something about these people."
wh0
Reportedly, copies of the recomrtoiindividuals
either burn or
aeiiberately refuse to carry their mendation or a letter similar to it,
oraft cards or who invade a Se- were distributed to colleges and
'ecuve Service office to disrupt universities; Hershey, offering no
operations. L o C a r boards, which : reason for his opinion, commented,
maintain ultimate responsibility "I'm sure this will receive wide
-"'" ^ ele ction of inductees, must . distribution, but I don't know who
yoduce evidence of i violation all got it and when."
,
.-;

The gravity of current social,
political, and economic problems
encourages politicians, educators,
and interested citizens to evaluate
and reevaluate both our principles
and procedures.' Values must and
do
change within a changing
society. If this is so, what can
be said about the value of power?
William Durkee and John Warmbold recognize the value of military power: "...any realist, any
historian, anyone dealing in today's
facts, will recognize that military
force-despicable as it is-is the
only frame in which the highly
delicate political, social, and
economic readjustments can take
place." Although support for such
a position is offered through the
use of poor logic, gross generalizations and
historical misunderstanding, the point is clear:
"By power is meant willingness to
fight. The United States lias no
power without that."
Military power, however, is
valuable only in so far as it protects those "deep-seated" values of .
"individual growth or happiness or
creativity or morality." Power,
therefore, preserves and protects
the real values. But power in
and of itself is worthless. Power
is not employed for the sake of
power.
Military force is but
a means to an end.
Now it is important to discover
whether or not military power is
the necessary means for the
protection of human values. Is
individual growth or
freedom
really preserved and protected
when the military censor the
press and require church attendance from fear that leftist sentiments may be detrimental to the
functioning of a free society? Is
morality really protected when the
military bans mini-skirts? Is the
sanctity of the family preserved
when
the military destroys
villages, burns crops or forces
peasnts to live in camps or communes?
The "realist" has but to look
at "reality^1 to discover the answers. Vietnam and Greece are
but two examples of military
power. Neither in those countries
nor in South America'can one see
any real social progress being
made by the use of military power.
The use of national guard units
or army units in cities does not
count as a step towards social
progress.
Further,
military
leaders tend not to be social r e volutionaries. Indeed, "the highly
delicate
political, social and
economic readjustments" can take
place by the use of military might,
but this is not to say that such
readjustments are good or desirable.
America is not the first or only
country to have risen to the ranks
of 'the most powerful'. What
became of past military giants may
yet become of us. Without new
technology, our military prowess
would be minimal. Without forethought, our advances in technology
would be misdirected. Without
temperance, our very survival
would be in jeopardy. It is the
PROPER . use of military power
that, is of crucial importance.
More important than the use of
military power is the ability to
decide when and if one needs to
use such power. This ability depends upon at least two other
powers: discretionary power and
moral power. Discretionary power
depends upon an awareness of the
dignity of.the human being. Had
previous
empires used such
powers along with military power,
perhaps history would be a
different story.
Protest of the Administration's
war stems from various sources.

is futile, ridiculous, dangerous,
irrational, groundless and Illegal.
In addition, a minority thinks it
is immoral to kill people, a position held by some "Christians"
while rejected by others (a paradox, perhaps?). By upholding the
rights of non-Americans to enjoy
freedom from harm, the protesters may indeed be sacrificing'selfish personal gain and security.
Many justify such sacrifice on
moral grounds. This is moral
power.
It is simply not tru.e that without
a willingness to fight the United

1. What arc vou
doing. Air1

States has "no" power. Military
power is not THE necessary means
for the protection of human values.
Diplomatic decisions require the
power of discretion, not simply the
knowledge of military capability.
Interpretation of the facts, therefore, must rest on something more
than mere acknowledgement of
those facts. The day that American policies can be said to hinge
upon a philosophy of power is the
day that historians may begin writing THE 'GENESIS OF THE DECLINE OF THE AMERICAN
DREAM.

•2. What's this
a!! ahuiil?

1 .esson 1 in
"Tiptoeing Vmr
Way To The Tup.'

Preparing lor tinstart of my
husinrss rarerr.

I. Sounds la«inating.
I've learned an nwliil
lol from "Skli'sli'ppinij
Middli' Management aiul
Oilier I'";IIICV Footwork."

Yon should read
"Kim Things To Do
With Your First
Million."

5. II you don't mind my saying so,
I think you'll save time and
effort by looking into the terrific
opportunities at Equitable,
The work is challenging, the pay
good, and there are plenty of
- chances to move up fast.
Whnt'll I do with "Hnw To Flay
Losing Golf With Your Boss?" .'

For details about careers at Equitable, see your Placement Officer, or

write: James L. Morice, Manager, College Employment.
The EQUITABLE Life Assurance Society of the United States
Homo Office! 1285 Ave. of the Americas, New York, N. Y. 10019

An Equal Opportunity Employer, M/F

©Equitable 1967

nature, Neville Moray, visiting
associate professor at M.I.T.,
spoke on the human mind. Although there must be a limit to
(Continued from page 1)
afternoon speaker-discussion pro- brain capacity, he continued, no
gram moderated by Dr. John Sen- one has ever over-loaded a biological memory.
ders of Brandeis,
Moray listed several reasons
"The human mind," Senders
said, "in its ability to store and for the imperfection of human
to retrieve information has moved memory. It is possible, Moray
less purposefully,
more slowly postulated, that information may
than has his great feat of tech- never enter the memory cells,
that it may never be stored,
nical skill, the computer."
or that it may disappear while
Jordan Baruch, vice president in storage. Moray also realized
of Bolt, Beranek and Newman, the possibility that there simply
Inc., described computer systems may be no room for it, or that
for the memorization of medical it may be corrupted before stoinformation. He emphasized the rage, during storage, or in reneeded flexibility of such a mach- trieval. He cited examples iline in order for it to interpret lustrating each case.
misspellings and other unintenHe stressed his belief that once
tional human errors. He described the possibilities a huge com- a bit of information is stored, it
puter can offer in retrieving med- can never be lost. Once an item
ical information as a result of has been committed, the Sheffield
University, lecturer continued, it
its infinite bulk capacity.
can "fade" only as a result of
Pointing to the biological struc- confusion with other facts.
ture of the human memory as the
Dr. Seymour Sarason, professor
basis for its apparently infinite of psychology at Yale, conducted

N1PA. . .

Students Help
Mentally III
This year, some twelve students
at the College will be participating in the Connecticut Valley Hospital's companion program. Its
purpose, according to Dr. Edward
Fischer, is to fulfill the need of
many mental patients for companionship.
The program originated in Boston eight years ago with a group
of Harvard students and professors. It is open to all students at the college level and presently all colleges in the area are'
involved.
Dr.
Fischer described the
typical mental patient as "not the
wild eyed, fuzzy haired movie
stereotype, but an apathetic, shy
human
being who needs to be
drawn out. The students who participated in the program last year
agreed that the patient eventually
becomes rather dependent on his
companion. In this way, the student is introduced to the patient's
own special world. There was
general agreement that the college
volunteers had a more beneficial
affect upon the patients simply because they were volunteers and not
regular hospital personnel. In
this -way, the patients feel that
someone is interested in them as
a person. After each visit, the
volunteers meet with members of
the hospital staff and discuss what
impressed them at their meeting.

Campus
Notes
Teachers Honored
Two secondary school teachers
of the Greater Hartford community
were honored during the Capital
Area Educators Dinner, held last
night in Mather Hall. Kenneth I.
Lindfors, chairman of the department
of history at Suffleld
Academy. and Dr. Frank E.
Schacht, teacher of French and
German at William H. Hall High
School, were awarded the "Cap• ital Area Outstanding Teacher
Award,"
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a four-man panel of Yale professors in a discussion of" The Creation of Helping Settings." Sarason
noted that a psycho-educational
institution "must be more than a
building." The effective operation
of an institution for treatment of
the mentally retarded demands, he
concluded, a larger number of professionally trained individuals.
Other sessions included programs pertaining to" The Scientific
Uses of Life Histories," "The
Study of Attention," and "Recent
Advances in Electroretinography."
Ten seniors nominated by their
schools became NEPA Undergraduate Student Fellows at the Annual
Business Meeting Friday evening.
The group of four women and six
men included James Nathanson '68,
a Holland Scholar at the College.
The scholars lunched with officers
of the association Saturdayafternoon in Mather Hall.
At the close of the meeting, president-elect David McClelland of
Harvard assumed Langhorne's
position. The election committee
named M.I.T.'s Donald Marquis
president for 1969.

College Relations Director
c/o Sheraton-Park Hotel, Washington, D.C. 20008
Please send me a free Sheraton Student I.D. Card:
Name:Address:.

WeVe holding
the cards.
Get one. Rooms are now up to 20% off with a
Sheraton Student I.D. How much depends on
Where and when you stay.
And the Student I.D. card is free to begin with.

Send in the coupon, It's a good deal. And at a
good place.
^ ^

Sheraton Hotels & Motor Inns fey?
155 Hotels and Motor Inns in major cities.

^

^

Get
your
bumblebee
degree
Dodf.o Chiller R/T

Enroll in one of three exciting classes. Charger R T,
Coronet R T, or Dart GTSport. Each has its own distinctive sporty style, but all three have a lot in common. Like automatic transmissions, wide-tread red
line tires, special handling packages, and a long list
of other standard and. optional features.•

Dodge

CHRYSLER
MOTOHS CORPORATION

To add some color to campus, get your Official
Dodge Scat Pack Jacket in the official "Dodge Red"
C o l o r — w i t h the
authentic embroidered " b u m b l e V b e e " design on
front and back.
i\ Send f o r y o u r s
» M today.

Dodee Coronet R/T

To help you make the grade, the standard engines
for the Scat Pack include a 340-cu.-in. V8 for the
Dart GTS. And for Charger R T and Coronet R T, a
440.Magnum V8. Or for a more accelerated course,
you can order the optional 426 Hemi.

Student Stuffing
Thanksgiving Day meals include
a continental breakfast and a buffet
turkey dinner. There will be no
charge for meal ticket holders for
both, and a charge of $2.00 for
others. Parents and Guests are
others. Parents and guests are
inyited. Tickets may be purchased
at the Mather Hall desk from
November 15. Meal ticket holders
will be issued a ticket in the din: ing room later. The mealtimes
li'ave not been selected, owing to the
possibility of holding the NCAA
Soccer Championships on campus.
Notices will be sent to students
when the time is determined.

Dodge Dart GTSport

All three members of the Scat Pack offer distinguishing marks at no extra cost. Bold bumblebee
stripes wrapped around the rear. Or Ra.llye. stripes
along the side. Or if you prefer to be a little more
modest, no stripes at all. It's your choice. Ready for
class? With the Scat Pack, you've got it. Why not sign
up at your nearby Dodge Dealer's and get your
Bumblebee Degree, today?

FILL OUT.AND MAIL TO:
Hughes-Hatcher-Suffrin, 1133 Shelby at State,
Detroit, Michigan 48226. Attn.: Mr. Gus Anton.
Enclosed is a check or money order (made payable to
Hughes-Hatcher-Suffrin) for $
to cover cost of
jackets at $9.95 each. Available siies: S, M,
L. XL. XXL. (Add 1% sales tax for delivery in Michigan.)
Name

Size

Address
City

L.

State

Zip

.J
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Alumni View Business
At Career Conference
Seymour Smith '34 and William
Peele '44 were the guest speakers
at a discussion of "CAREERS IN
BUSINESS." The meeting, one of
the Career Conference Program
series of lectures, took place
Thursday evening in Wean Lounge.
Keith Miles '68 served as student
moderator.
Smith, a senior vice-president of
the Travelers Company and a life
trustee of the College since 1964,
limited his discussion to the insurance business. He noted the
great changes and advances made
in the past twenty years by the
insurance companies and predicted
even greater progress in the next
few years.
"The main function today of the
insurance companies," claimed
Smith, "is to be merchandiseorientated. They must view the
needs of the customer and then
determine what must be done to
solve their problems."
Discussing the many opportunities available in the insurance
field, Smith showed how it has
become involved in all phases oflife. Citing meteorology as an
example, Smith explained that insurance companies are subsidizing
the study of hurricanes in the
hope that they might someday be
controlled. The Travelers executive also noted that insurance
companies are deeply involved with
the government in studying ways
to improve health care services
and in studies of the entire legal
system concerning automobile insurance.
Peele, vice-president of products at the Arrow-Hart and Hegeman Electric Company and a former director of admissions at the
College, noted that business r e quired a great deal of motivation
and responsibility. He explained
that there are motives in business
other than profit, namely "to generate goods and services to support
our economy."
Peele claimed that there are
thousands of different jobs in business available to bright, imaginative, and creative graduates. "In
larger companies," he said, "the
jobs tend to become stratified-

you become experts in one particular field." He noted that in
smaller
companies, however,
"there is an opportunity for jobs
with more diverse responsibilities."
Both Peele and Smith questioned
the necessity of having an M.B.A.
in order to succeed in business.
Peele added, however, that "the
trend today seems to be toward
graduate school and, in the long
run, it may be better to attend
one than to take a job immediately
after college."
Both speakers predicted that
computers will hold a prominent
position in tomorrow's business.
They claimed that the computer's
potential has scarcely been tapped
by business and, in the future,
computers will destroy and create
many thousands of jobs.
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Frosh Booters Drop Final Match
To Jeffs 1-0; Bring Record to 5-2
legs.
Trinity had an advantage in the
The bench surged with enthus- second quarter with an increasiasm as Chris Bezoff's
shot ingly strong wind behind them,
hammered the crossbar and Ron but the passing from the defense
Megna headed the rebound just to the line was inaccurate and
wide of the goal. Thus began a Amherst backs halted countless
tremendous rush put on by the drives. It was not until the end
freshman booters in the closing of the period that the Trinity line,
minutes of the first half of Sat- aided by halfbacks Jeff Clark and
urday's home game against Am- Paul Smyth, was able to press,
herst. After the game a depressed but in vain. In the third quarter,
Trinity fullback summed up the the Bantams were stifled by the
1-0 defeat succinctly,"We couldn't oncoming wind which caught their
BUY a goal today."
long passes and made a quick atThe Bantam booters dug in against tack difficult. Wings Chico Routheir big rivals who were trying main and Mark Macomber could
to protect an undefeated, untied do little but watch as their fullrecord. Amherst met •with solid backs tried to work the ball up
opposition which contained the the field. The Jeffs were neverPurple attack until a Jeff half- theless held to a minimum of shots
back bounced a long free kick as Vic Haas and Harper Follans-between goalie Larry McClure's bee neutralized the Purple's big
by Jeff Clark

PHI I
24-page brochure has facts
and figures to help you see
Britain on a student budget
How to travel 1000 miles by
train and boat for only $30.
100 places to get a single room
for $4 a night, breakfast
included—dormitory space
costs [ess.
Bicycle rentals for $2.80 a
week.
Discotheques, folk singing, jazz
clubs and boutiques.
Season ticket to 900 stately
homes, castles and historic
sights for $3.
Where to get lunch or dinner
for$1.
How to choose your
transportation to Britain.
Special student programs
starting at $655, including fare
and tour, but excluding cost of
free time.
Travel-study programs, work
camps, summer schools.
London theatres, balcony seats
$1.40—some gallery seats 700.

Frosh Football. . .
(Continued from page 8)
Kiarsis, who grabbed four passes
for 89 yards during the afternoon. Matava, at the other end
of the combination, completed
seven for nine for 1116 yards.
The rest of the first quarter
points came on two touchdown runs
by fullback Henry Smith, from 10
and 16 yards out. Smith, the major
rushing threat Saturday, gained 65
yards in eleven carries,, and led
the team in scoring with seven
TDs over the year.
The scoring was paralleled by
superlative effort by the tough.Baby
Bantam defense. Since the formation of the current first string
after the first game, the No. 1
squad has yielded only eight points
in four games.
In the second quarter, Kiarsis
scored his sixth TD of the year
on a fourth down, 16-yard pass.
This was followed within a minute
as. Pete Miller grabbed the pigskin from a Lord Jeff ball-carrier
and scampered 35 yards for the
most electrifying touchdown of the
day.
.
Trin scored twice in the second
half, despite the use of ten-minute
quarters to salvage any remnants
of Lord Jeff pride. Ralph Sturdivant at quarterback bootlegged
sixteen yards around end, and •
Rich Mazzuto at fullback scored
on a 35 yard run, both In the
third quarter.
After the icing, when time ran
out, an ecstatic, undefeated freshman, football team carried Chet
McPhee, Mjke Moonves, and Paul
Giardi off the field, leaving the
omens of next year's sophs to
hover over Homecoming.

British Travel
Box 923, New York, N.Y. 10019

Please send me your free 24-page brochure "Students Visiting Britain."
Name.
CollegeAddress.
City

..State.

threat at left wing.
The last 22 minutes of the game
saw the Bantam junior booters
play the best ball of the season.
Amherst could not touch the Hilltoppers as their goal was constantly peppered with shots. The team
worked together as never before the line became a unit, the halfbacks scurried, and the fullbacks
stopped Amherst at the midline.
But the Bantams did not score
and were shut out for the first
and last time of the season. What
one Jeff admitted was a "cheap
goal" proved decisive.
A discouraged yet proud Coach
Robie Shults consoled, "Those are
the breaks." Not all the breaks
went against the frosh booters as
they compiled a respectable 5-2
season, improving considerably on
last year's 2-2-1 record.
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Unbeaten Hooters Break Lord Jef f§
NCAA Tournament
Berth Confirmed
by Bill Glahn

Two Trinity Veterans, Mike Center and Sam Elkin, had their
big day last Saturday at Amherst, each scoring in the third quarter to edge a powerful Amherst soccer' team 3-2.
When the duel between two of New England's finest soccer
teams was over, Bantam seniors left Hitchcock Field with sweet
revenge, having defeated the Jeffs for the first time in three
years.
Coach Roy Dath and the rest of the team left with an NCAA
tournament bid, a ticket to the national play-off.
Amherst, playing with ten days rest, found a tough Triri defense led by another senior, Alan Greisinger, too much for their
forward line consisting of Ail-American Jaffer Kassamali and
two other foreign players. Greisinger also gained satisfaction as
he kept the center forward scoreless for the second straight
year.
If it was a day for senior glory, it was the sophomores who
started it off for Trinity. With 12:50 to go in the opening quarter,
Alan Gibby boomed a drive from the left corner into the middle
and Peter Wiles, winding his way past a Jeff defenscman, notched
the opening goal. A large Trinity crowd, outnumbering the Amherst rooters, sighed with relief.

Using their fine speed and passing attack, Amherst found their
scoring attempts frustrated early in the second quarter as the
Bantams consistently beat them to the ball. This was the key to
.Trinity's win.
But late in the period, Kassamali managed to shake loose
from Greisinger and assisted Cleanthis Nicolaides, from Athens,
Greece, who managed to slip a hard shot past goalie Bob Loeb.
The first half, highlighted by sharp passing and shooting and
aggressive soccer by both squads, as well as the loss of Amherst
captain Rob Sherman with a knee injury, ended in a 1-1 stalemate,
Breaking out of a huddle around their bench, Trinity was the
more "psyched" squad as third period action began. Minutes
after play resumed, Gibby took the game's first corner kick and
Abie Haji drove up the middle and headed-a shot just wide of.the
net.
Sparkling ball control led a sustained attack on Jeff goalie
Jim Giddings. Greisinger kept Kassamali outside of Trin's twenty
yard line while Wiles, Roger Richards and Marty Williams fed the
; ball to Elkin, Center, and Gibby.

"HEADING" TOWARDS ANOTHER VICTORY! Captain Mike Center clinches an NCAA tournament
bid with his third quarter head goal ogarnst Amherst last Saturday. The "Stump" collected his
16th goal by heading a corner kick from Marty Williams past Jeff goalie Jim Giddings, cementing
Coach Roy Dath's 102nd victory and the second Amherst loss of the season.
(Sample Photo)

Wr in By-Passed in Final Minute^
By .Powerful Amherst, 25-24
by Judd Freeman

Amherst field goal at the outset of
the battle, Captain Larry Roberts
The standing crowd roared as galloped 77 yards with a screen
sophomore quarterback Jay Berpass from Kim Miles to put the
nardoni brought the Bantams to the Hilltoppers on too 6-3 in the first
line of scrimmage on fourth down
quarter. Roberts soon thereafter
at the Amherst 30. With less than
departed with an injured shoulder.
a minute to play, Coach Don MilA still unsettled defense perler's undefeated varsity was trailmitted the Jeff's quarterback, John
ing by a lone point.
Kehoe, to penetrate the Bantam
As he faded to pass, Bernardoni
endzone on a six-yard keeper early
spotted his favorite receiver,'Ron
in the second stanza.
Martin, cutting across the field at
But the Bantams were not about
the five. Upset by a Jeff defento let Amherst have it their way.
derclutching Ms jersey, Martin "With a little over three minutes
was unable to control the ball as
remaining in the first half, Miles
it bounced off his fingers.
burst through four Jeff defenders
No flag was thrown.
into paydirt from the seven to give
With this play ended Coach Don
Trinity a 12-10 half-time margin.
Miller's attempt to initiate his
After the intermission the exploscoaching career with an undefeative HHltopper attack quickly proed season as the Lord Jeffs subduced two beautiful scores to grab
jugated Trinity .25-24, last Sata 24-10 lead,
urday on Pratt Field, With only
Finally,' after twelve minutes of third quarter play, control near impotent Wesleyan left to
Martin, who latched onto 10
paid off. Gibby took a Richards pass by the left fullback and play (the Cardinals lost to Wil- aerials for well over 100 yards,
easily outdistanced the Amherst
lined a pass into the center of the field. A quick leap and a snap liams, 41-7, onSaturday), the Hilldefense for a 68-yard tally.
of the neck by Elkin deflected Gibby's drive into the top of the toppers stand 5-1-1.
Then Miles raced 74 yards on
net. Haji said later, "it was the best goal we've made all year." The definite lack of a kicking game
a third and one situation with
Three minutes later, the chanting Trinity fans went wild when turned the tide as the Blue and Gold
12 minutes consumed of the third
Center headed in Marty Williams' comer kick making it 3-1. That failed to convert any extra points
period.
during
the
contest.
Three
were
was all Trin needed for its eighth straight win. The "must" game
Nevertheless,
big Bill Melblocked by onrushing Jeff linemen
was ours, but not without twenty-two more minutes of thrilling, and
cher was sidelined with an agithe final try hit the crossbar.
•frightening soccer.
tation of a previous muscle injury.
These failures gave the Amherst
The fourth quarter was one of-~the finest ever turned in by the squad just enough leeway to pull
From this point on Amherst applied the pressure. Attempting to
Trinity defense. •
•
out the victory.
intercept a Kehoe pass, Tom Nary
•After the defense had allowed an
. Amherst began to get rough.
watched it elude his grasp and
Roger Richards collided with
fall into the waiting arms of Jeff
end Dave Clapp. The big flanker
a halfback and was forced to
then sprinted the remainder of the
leave the game. Minutes later,
field for a 69-yard marker late
Manuel Martins suffered a knee
in the third quarter.
injury, and Richards, who

later received two stitches,
returned to action.
Lord Jeff inside right Michel
Bar, from France, and his two
international teammates started
pouring on the speed keeping
the ball in Trin Territory and
forcing Bob Loeb to make some
fantastic saves. Roy Dath
then had Haji guard his fellow
African, Kassamali.
The "Haj" had found his
match in ball control. With
7:35 to go, the center forward
from Tanzania (who runs the
100-yard dash in 9.8 sec.)
forced Loeb to make his only
error of the day. Stepping over
Loeb's dive for the ball, his
shot went past Haji into the net.

Then for what seemed like
seven hours, Trm's defense
(Continued on page 4)

Going for two points, Kehoe
slid over the goal to narrow the
gap to 24-18.
The fourth stanza witnessed a
valiant Bantam defense halt the
Jeffs on the two and then on the
one.
After stopping the second Amherst foray,
the Hilltoppers
marched to the Jeff 27 only to
falter with fourth and one.
Four plays later with just two
minutes left, Clapp again freed
himself and rambled 52 yards
with a Kehoe pass for the tying

the facts. . .
AMHERST TRINITY

MR. ASSISTANT! Sophomore left wing Alan Gibby set un hot!,
Sam Elkin', and Peter Wiles' goals in the Amhers" v! toTv a t
Saturday by crossing the b a l l " from the left corner. The Bantams
* r a P UP their P™-tournament season Friday at Wesleyan The
Cardinols tied Amherst two weeks ago, 2-2.
(Sample Photo)

First Ds.
Rushing
Passing
Ps. Atp.
Ps. Cp.
Intcp. by
Fumbles

Punts
Penalties

17
218
191
17
10
1
1
4-34.2
35

16
234
242
21
12
2
1
4-26.5
15

points. Hank DeNero's successful conversion boosted the Jeffs
on top 25-24.
Bernardoni's last minute passes
marched the Bantams from their
21 deep into Amherst territory.
But after grabbing five aerials in
the drive, Martin then found the
pigskin too difficult to handle as
a Jeff defender desparately clung
to the open receiver, assuring
Trinity's downfall.

OUTTA
HERE!
Amherst
QB John Kehoe seems to
be making a hasty exit to
his left as hefty Mike Cancelliere moves in for the
kill last Saturday. "Cance"
played a big role as did
his teammates up front in
stifling
the Jeff ground
game in the second half.

McPheemen Crush
Jeff Frosh, 45-0,
For Perfect Season
by David Sarasohn
The freshman football team,
showing
the explosive offense "*
and gut
defense that swept
its
first four games, com- i
football by walloping Amherst,
45-0, Saturday. Chet McPhee's
half coming from the first game
brought him his first perfect record in twelve years was keeping
the score down.
Seven times a Trin ball-carrier
crossed the Lord Jeff goal line,
giving the offense a season total
of 171 points in five games for
an average of 34.2 per game.
The defense completed its second
shutout, leaving its total at 38,
half coming from the first game
against Union, for a miniscule
average yield of 7.G.
At 6:15 of the first quarter,
George Matava passed 22 yards to
Spencer Knapp in the end zone.
The play was set up by a brilliant,
twisting 40-yard reception by Dave
(Continued on page 7)

